
Ali Kazemkhanloo

Resumé

Experience

2022 - now Front-end Developer, Nozhan, Tehran
Front-end developer
- developed multiple front-end project using ReactJS and NextJS
- technologies we are using: NextJS, ReactJS, Redux, Thunk, @mui/styles and emotion
- localization with i18next

2020 - 2022 Frontend Developer, Pezeshkekhoob, Tehran
- maintain 3 frontend projects and occasionally backend
- dockerize frontend and beckend projects
- setup CI/CD to automate deployment
- setup and customize jitsi for online meetings
- improve core webvitals from 32 to 60 by reducing unused js, deferring external css, purging
internal css, removing font-awesome and using svgs, ...
- technologies we used: NextJS, ReactJS, Redux, Thunk, Tailwind, Bootstrap, Redux-form,
react-hook-form, sentry, and typescript

2019 - 2020 Frontend Developer, Tehran Chamber of Commerce, Tehran
- developed frontend for an online book store with internal epub/pdf reader

2019 Python and React Developer, Qpage / Foredge, Tehran
- worked with a passionate team in an agile methodology using Jira
- create python crawler for scrapping data and save in MongoDB
- developed frontend for showing charts
- setup a Flask project to provide a RESTful api for accessing internal services
- technologies we used: Scrapy, Flask and PyMongo, ReactJS and NextJS

2018 - 2019 Frontend Developer, Tehran Chamber of Commerce, Tehran
- creating a mobile application for TCCIM to communicate faster and easier with its member.

2017 - 2018 Cofounder / Frontend developer, Chandkhat, Tehran
- developed a react-native app for Android and iOS which delivers summary of books in a
text and audio format with a built-in player.

Education

2015 - 2019 M.Sc Economics, Sharif University of Technology, Tehran, 16 / 20

2011 - 2015 B.Sc Economics, Ayatollah Borujerdi University, Borujerd, 17.50 / 20

Languages

Persian Fluent Native

Turkish Fluent Native

English Professional working proficiency.
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Skills

JavaScript React, React Native

Python Scrapy, BeautifulSoup, Flask, Django, Django Rest Framework

Stata Statistics and Econometrics

Git

LaTeX

Office Tools

php Basic website on Symfony framework

SQL Basic query on DBs.

Interests

Economics Macroeconomics, Econometrics

Programming
Languages

Python and JavaScript

ML Machine Learning, Neural Network
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